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Abstract. We propose the concept of self-assembly of smart tiles, i.e., tiles which possess a local
computational device in addition to having edge glues that can be activated or deactivated by sig-
nals. We demonstrate the potential of self-assembly with smart tiles to efficiently perform robotic
tasks such as the replication of convex shapes. The smart tile assembly system we construct does
not make any assumption on the glues and signals of the interior tiles of the input supertile, and
uses a scaffold to assemble a replica underneath it. The tile local computational device can range
from its being absent to being a counter, a simple look-up table, a finite state machine, all the way
to being a Turing machine. Thus, this model offers a general framework to discuss and compare
various tile self-assembly systems.
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1. Introduction

Self-assembly in nature is one the main inspirations for multi-robot systems (1; 2). In such multi-robot
systems, robots can cooperate in order to move blocks and build structures (3), assemble complex two-
dimensional shapes (4; 5), or replicate given two-dimensional shapes (6). Robots in many multi-robot
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2 1 INTRODUCTION

systems do not use any central control, and use instead their limited local computational capabili-
ties and communication with nearby robots to accomplish these tasks. Indeed, robots in multi-robot
systems often do not need to have extensive computational power (7).

In the context of DNA computing and molecular programming, self-assembly of DNA tiles has
been used extensively for either computational tasks or for the assembly of complex nanostructures
(8). Traditionally, these tiles have been “static” in the sense that they are unchangeable entities that can
attach to their neighbouring tiles based on pre-programmed local attachment rules. However, recently,
an “active” dimension has been added to tiles in the form of, e.g., the addition of signal transmission
that can activate or deactivate glues on the tile edges (9; 10; 11). On the other hand, several DNA-
based computational devices have been implemented, such as finite state automata (12), computational
state transitions (13), and digital circuits (14), to name just a few.

In this paper, we bring together these three ideas, multi-robot systems with local computing ca-
pabilities, static DNA tiles, and DNA-based computational devices, by proposing a dynamic self-
assembly model based on smart tiles, that is, dynamic tiles which are equipped with local computa-
tional devices in addition to being able to transmit signals that can activate or deactivate glues.

Smart tiles are based on the classical tiles as defined in the abstract tile self-assembly model, aTAM
(15), but they are enhanced with the ability to transmit signals that can activate or deactivate glues, as
proposed in the signal tile assembly model STAM (10; 9). The novel feature of smart tiles, which we
propose in this paper, is the fact that each is equipped with a local computational device.

We show the potential of smart tile self-assembly (smart-TAM) systems to perform complex tasks
by proving their ability to replicate arbitrary convex shapes, in a manner that is similar to the 2D shape
replication by smart sand robotic systems (6). Note that, in contrast to previous methods for pattern
replication by self-assembly (16), the smart tile self-assembly systems used for shape replication do
not make any special assumptions about the tiles located in the interior of the shape. Moreover, in
contrast to other methods for shape replication by self-assembly systems (17) (18), our proposed smart
tile assembly replication system is not in-place. This means that our construction assembles a replica
separately from the original object, rather than cutting out the original object to leave an imprint
to be filled in by the replica. Lastly, the model we propose offers a general framework to discuss
and compare various tile self-assembly systems. For example, STAM becomes a particular case of
smart-TAM wherein the local tile computational device is a simple look-up table, and activation of
deactivated glues is not allowed. The local tile computational device that we use in the smart-TAM
system presented in this paper, for two-dimensional shape replication, is a generalized sequential
machine (a deterministic finite state automaton with output). At the other end of the spectrum, the
local tile computational device can be as complex as a Turing Machine.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic definitions and notations, as well
as formally defines a smart tile assembly system. Section 3 constructs a smart-TAM system that
can replicate a supertile of any L-convex shape, and indicates how this construction can be easily
modified to replicate any convex shape. Section 4 discusses complexity issues and illustrates the idea
for a construction of a smart-TAM system with lower tile and space complexity, which could replicate
a supertile of any shape.
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2. Smart Tile Assembly

In this section we will introduce the Smart Tile Assembly Model (smart-TAM), a tile self-assembly
model with tiles that are equipped with identical local computational devices. The local computational
device may be as simple as a look-up table or as complex as a Turing machine. The only constraint
placed on the computational devices is that the input and the output must be defined based on the
signals and the glues on the edges of the tile.

2.1. Basic Definitions

The following basic definitions will be used in the formal description of the smart tile assembly model.
Given a set A, its cardinality is denoted by |A|, and the set of all subsets of A is denoted by P(A).

A multiset is a generalized set, the elements of which can appear more than once. The multiplicity of
an element a from a multiset S is the number of times that a appears in S. The cardinality of a multiset
is the sum of the multiplicities of its elements. For example, if S = {a, a, b, c, d, c} is a multiset, the
multiplicity of a in S is 2 and the cardinality of S is 6.

The set of directions is defined as D = {N,E, S,W}, and the elements in D represent the direc-
tions north, east, south and west respectively.

In this paper we will define and investigate smart tile assembly systems, which use smart tiles, that
is, tiles endowed with a local computational device. The local computational device that we will use
to illustrate the capabilities of such self-assembly systems is the generalized sequential machine. A
generalized sequential machine is similar to a finite nondeterministic automaton but which can output
a word for each input letter it reads. Formally, a gsm is a quadruple g = (S, VI , VO, s0, Sf , P ) where
S is the set of states, VI is the input alphabet, VO is the output alphabet, with S ∩ (VI ∪ VO) = ∅, and
s0 is an element in S called the start state, Sf ⊆ S is the set of final states, and the productions in P
are of the form

sia −→ wsj , si, sj ∈ S, a ∈ VI , and w ∈ V ∗O.

For a generalized sequential machine g and a word u over its input alphabet VI , we denote

g(u) = {w|s0u =⇒∗ ws1, for some s1 ∈ Sf}

where =⇒∗ is derivation relation induced by −→. If L is a language over VI , then the gsm
translates, or maps, L into the language

g(L) = {w|w ∈ g(u) for some u ∈ L}.

A generalized sequential machine is deterministic iff, for every si ∈ S and a ∈ VI , there is exactly
one production in P . A deterministic gsm is a Meally machine iff all words w appearing in produc-
tions in P consists of only one letter in VO.

The smart tile assembly model that we will define is a generalization of the Signal Tile Assembly
Model (STAM), which was introduced by Padilla et al. (10), which itself is an extension of the Abstract
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Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) introduced by Winfree in (15). More precisely, STAM is a tile assembly
model based on 2HAM (19; 20), wherein each tile possesses a set of glues on each edge (instead of
one glue per edge, like in aTAM and 2HAM), and glues can be activated or deactivated by signals.
In addition, unlike aTAM, where the growth of an assembled structure happens one tile at a time,
in STAM (as in 2HAM), a whole multi-tile structure that was assembled separately can attach to an
existing structure in one attachment step.

In STAM, the status of each glue on an edge can be latent, on, or off. Only a glue whose status is
on is active and can contribute to attaching the tile to another tile with an identical glue with on status
on the abutting edge. If the status of a glue is off or latent, the glue is inactive and it does not have any
attachment capabilities. In order to change the status of glues in STAM, signals are used. Intuitively,
a signal is a mapping associated to a given tile that assigns to a glue on an edge a set of changes in the
status of the glues on the other edges. For example, assume that tile t has glue ge on its east edge, glue
gs on its south edge, and glue gn on its north edge. Also assume that all these glues are on, and assume
that there is a signal on the east side of the tile t that assigns a change of the status of the glue gs to
off. If that is the case, and if the tile t attaches to another tile via its east edge, the signal deactivates
the glue gs, that is, it changes its status to off. Signals can change the status of a glue from latent to
on or to off, or from on to off. Note that, once a glue is in the off state, its status cannot be changed
anymore. A tile can send a signal to its neighbour tile by activating a glue on the edge that they have
in common. Signals can change the status of the glues, therefore signals can activate new glues and
thus initiate a signal in the next tile. Moreover, signals can activate glues on a free (unattached) edge
and make new attachments possible. In addition to the activation, signals can deactivate glues and, as
a result, an existing structure might become unstable. In the STAM model, if the deactivation of a glue
makes a structure unstable, the structure will break apart into stable components.

More formally, if Γ is a set of glues, Σ is a set of tile labels, Q = {on, off, latent}, and D is the
set of directions, then an STAM tile over the alphabet Γ × Σ is a quadruple t = (G,L,Π, δ), where
G : D → P(Γ×Q) denotes the sets of glues on the edges of t, and L ⊆ Σ is a set of tile labels. The
transition function δ : D × Γ→ P((D × Γ× {on, off, latent}) ∪ (Σ× {on× off})) defines the set of
actions that result as a consequence of an attachment through a glue on one of the edges of the tile t.
More precisely, the transition function of the tile t associates to a glue on one of its edges changes of
the status of glues on other edges, or a change of a tile label, or both. These outputs are called actions.
During a self-assembly process, when a transition is applied, the outputs of the transition function are
added to Π, the multiset of pending actions. For a detailed formal definition of STAM, the reader is
referred to (10).

2.2. The Smart Tile Assembly Model

Informally, in the smart tile assembly model, a local computational device is added to each tile which,
if it is in a certain state and receives as input a glue and a direction, it changes its state and outputs
an action that amounts to the activation or deactivation of some other glues and tile labels. This is a
generalization of STAM, wherein the mapping between the glues and the actions was defined by the
transition function. In the smart tile assembly model, this role is played by the local computational
device, which may be as simple as a look-up table or as complex as a Turing machine.
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Smart tiles: A smart tile can be viewed as a unit square with a tile label, as well as glues on each
of its four edges. A glue over the glue alphabet Γ is a triplet (γ, d, q) where γ ∈ Γ, the alphabet of
glues, d ∈ D is one of the directions, and q ∈ {on, off}. A tile label over the tile label alphabet Σ is
a pair (σ, q) where σ ∈ Σ and q ∈ {on, off}. Moreover, a smart tile is endowed with a computational
device C, that can change the status q of glues and tile labels.

Formally, a smart tile over the alphabet Γ×Σ is a quadruple (G,L,Π, C) that has a set of glues G
over the glue alphabet Γ, a set of labels L over the tile label alphabet Σ, a multiset of a pending actions
Π with elements from (Γ × D × {on, off}) ∪ (Σ × {on, off}), and a tile computational device C. A
computational device C in the context of smart-tile assembly is a rewriting system with input alphabet
I ⊆ Γ×D, and output alphabetO ⊆ P((Γ×D×{on, off})∪(Σ×{on, off})). Generalized sequential
machines (finite automata with output) and Turing machines are examples of valid computational
devices.

Definition 2.1. A smart tile assembly system (smart-TAM system), over the alphabet Γ × Σ is a
quadruple (Θ, g, τ, sseed), where Θ is a set of smart tiles over the same alphabet, g : Γ → N is
the glue-strength function that defines the binding strength of each glue, τ ∈ N is the temperature
which defines the minimum total strength required for an attachment of a tile to occur, and sseed ∈ Θ
is the seed smart tile, which is the tile from which the self-assembly process starts.

A configuration over the set of smart tiles Θ is a mapping c : Z2 −→ Θ. Informally, a config-
uration is a placement of tiles on the rectangular Z × Z grid, with the centers of the tiles placed on
the integer coordinate nodes of the grid. If for a position (x, y) we have that c(x, y) is undefined, we
will say that c(x, y) = null. Two smart tiles in a configuration are called adjacent if the Euclidean
distance between their centers is equal to 1. In other words, two smart tiles are adjacent if they have a
common edge.

The weighted graph B = (N,V,W ) with the set of nodes N , set of vertices V and the weight
function W : V → N is the binding graph of a configuration c : Z2 −→ Θ if there exists a bijective
mapping between the set of nodes N and dom(c), such that two nodes in N are connected by an
edge in the graph if and only if the corresponding smart tiles in the configuration are adjacent and,
moreover, the strength of the attachment between the tiles equals the weight of the edge connecting
the corresponding nodes in the graph. A configuration is called a supertile iff its binding graph is
connected. A weighted graph G has a cut with weight w if one can partition the nodes of G into two
disjoint sets such as the sum of the weights of the edges between these two sets is w. A supertile is
called τ -stable if its binding graph does not have any cut with weight less than τ . If its binding graph
G has at least one cut with the weight w < τ , then the supertile is called τ -unstable.

The self-assembly in a smart-TAM system proceeds through transitions: A supertile V is obtained
from the supertile U in one transition, iff the supertile V is the result of one of the following three
types of transitions applied to the supertile U : attachment transitions, signal transitions, and detach-
ment transitions.

Attachment transition: The τ−stable supertile V is the result of the attachment of a new smart tile
t to the τ−stable supertile U , in position (x, y), iff U(x, y) = null, V (x, y) = t, and all other smart
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Figure 1. The attachment transition from Example 1. Note that superscripts are used to denote the status of
glues and labels, with “+” indicating on, and “-” indicating off. (i) A smart supertile and a smart tile that can at-
tach to it. (ii) The result of an attachment transition of the smart tile labelled T ′′ to the smart supertile containing
the tile labelled T ′. The glues of T ′′ after the attachment are changed due to the actions of the computational de-
vice on T ′′. The pending actions that are added to the set of pending actions of T ′′ are {(d,E, off), (e, E, on)}.
(iii) The outcome of a signal transition applied to the smart tile T ′′ with pending actions {(d,E, off), (e, E, on)},
in the supertile from (ii).

tiles in position (i, j) in U are the same as the tiles in position (i, j) in V , with the exception of the
tiles in positions adjacent to (x, y), where the following hold:

• The sum of the strengths of the glues on the common edges between tile t and all its adjacent
tiles t′ from U is greater than or equal to the temperature τ . In addition, for all such t′, the glues
on the edges common with the newly attached smart tile t become inputs for the computational
devices in both t and t′.

• For each of the inputs (on all newly attached edges) to the computational device of t and all its
adjacent t′ in U , one computational step is performed, and the output is added to the multiset of
pending actions of that smart tile. In case there are multiple inputs, the order in which they are
processed is non-deterministic.

Example 1. The smart tile (G1, L1,Π1, C1) with tile label T ′ in Figure 1 is defined such that
G1 = {(a,E, on), (b, E, on), (g,W, off) , (h,N, on)}, L1 = {T ′}, Π1 = ∅, and the computational
device C1 is defined so that it never changes its state and outputs the empty set for every input.
The smart tile (G2, L2,Π2, C2) with tile label T ′′ is defined such that G2 = {(a,W, on), (b,W, on),
(c,W, on), (d,E, on) , (e, E, off), (f,E, on)}, L2 = {T ′′}, Π2 = ∅, and the computational device C2

is the gsm with set of states {s1, s2}, the input alphabet {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}×D, the output alphabet
{(d,E, off), (e, E, on)}, and transition function (s1, (a,E)) −→ {s2} × {(d,E, off), (e, E, on)}.

Figure 1(i) shows the smart tile T ′′ in the process of attaching to a a supertile containing the smart
tile T ′. Assume that the temperature of the system is τ = 2 and that the strength of the glues a and b
is equal to 1 (therefore the smart tiles T ′ and T ′′ attach via the glues a and b on the west edge of T ′′).

As a result of an attachment transition, the supertile in Figure 1(ii) is formed. During this at-
tachment transition, the multiset Π2 of the smart tile T ′′ will change from the empty set to Π2 =
{(d,E, off), (e, E, on)}. Note that the attachment of the smart tiles T ′ and T ′′ changes the state of the
computational device C2 in T ′′ to s2, and generates the output {(d,E, off), (e, E, on)}, which will be
added to the set of pending actions which becomes Π2 = {(d,E, off), (e, E, on)}. Note also that this
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output only changes the set of pending actions Π2 and it does not have any effect on the status of the
glues. The status of the glues will be changed during a subsequent signal transition.

Signal transition: The supertile V is the result of signal transition in the smart tile t = (G,L,Π, C)
from the position (x, y) of the τ−stable supertile U , iff t has at least one pending action in the set of its
pending actions Π (activate or deactivate a glue or a label) and the following conditions hold. For all
(i, j) ∈ Z2 all the smart tiles in the positions (i, j) in V are the same as the smart tiles in the positions
(i, j) in U , except the smart tile t and the smart tiles t′ that are adjacent to t which are changed as
follows:

• The smart tile t removes one of the pending actions from its multiset Π and applies it to the
indicated glue or tile label. The application of an action means changing the status of the
corresponding glue or tile label accordingly.

• In addition, if the pending action is to activate a glue (change its status to on), then the compu-
tational device of the smart tile t′ that is adjacent to t, on the same edge as the glue, performs a
computational step with this glue as the input, and adds the output of this computational step to
the set of its own pending actions. Subsequently, the used pending action is removed from the
set Π of the pending actions of t.

Figure 1(iii) shows the outcome of the two signal transitions that result from applying the two
pending actions {(d,E, off), (e, E, on)} of the smart tile T ′′ from Figure 1(ii).

Detachment transition: If a supertile U consists of two parts whose connection is lower than the
temperature, then U can break into two supertiles. Formally, supertiles U1 and U2 are the result of a
detachment transition of a τ -unstable supertile U if the following conditions hold: GV = (N,E,W )
is the associated assembly-graph of the supertile U , and there exist two disjoint sets N1, N2 ⊂
N,N1∪N2 = N such that the weight of the cut (N1, N2) is smaller than τ , andG|N1 is the assembly-
graph associated to U1 and G|N2 is the assembly-graph associated to U2.

A computation in a smart-TAM system starts from the seed smart tile and proceeds by nonde-
terministic applications of attachment transitions, signal transitions, and detachment transitions. A
configuration is called final iff it is a τ -stable configuration, the computational devices on all its tiles
are in a final state, and no more attachment or signal transitions are possible.

There are three main differences between smart-TAM and STAM. First, smart tiles in smart-TAM
are endowed with computational devices which allow signal reuse as well as having additional control
over the self-assembly due to their internal states. Second, smart-TAM allows both activation and
deactivation of glues, while STAM does not allow activation of deactivated glues. Third, smart-TAM
as defined in this paper only allows the attachment of one tile at a time in each transition, while
STAM allows the attachment of an entire supertile during one attachment transition. However, this
last difference is not significant as the smart-TAM as defined in this paper can be easily generalized to
allow supertile attachment.
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Figure 2. An example of an L-convex supertile. From every tile in the above supertile, all other tiles inside the
supertile can be reached via a path inside the supertile that has maximum one change in direction. The edges
labelled with n are north-free, the edges labelled with w are west-free, the ones labelled with e are east-free,
and the ones labelled with s are south-free.

Informally, if STAM were restricted to the attachment of one tile at a time, then STAM would
be a particular case of smart-TAM, with a “look-up table” as the local tile computational device, and
no activation of deactivated glues. Moreover, if we allowed smart-TAM to use supertile 2HAM-style
assembly, then STAM would be strictly weaker than smart-TAM.

3. A Smart Tile Assembly System that Replicates L-Convex Shapes

In this section, we construct a smart tile assembly system that can replicate any L-convex shape, and
indicate how it can be easily modified to perform arbitrary convex shape replications. We note that
the replication is at a one-to-one scale, and that the constructed smart-TAM system (and implicitly
its tile-complexity) is independent of the size and particular shape that it is replicating. The only
requirement is the existence of an initial supertile of the desired shape, whose exterior edges contain
minimal information about their being a north, east, south or west edge. We start by recalling some
basic notions about 2D grids.

A cell on a 2D grid is an ordered pair (x, y), where x, y ∈ Z. The vectors (0, 1), (0,−1), (−1, 0),
and (1, 0) are the unit vectors. Two cells c1 = (x1, y1) and c2 = (x2, y2) are adjacent if (x1, y1) =
(x2, y2) + ~u where ~u is one of the unit vectors. A shape is, informally, a set of connected cells.
Formally, a set of cells C = {(x, y)|x, y ∈ Z} is called a shape if for all pairs of distinct cells
c1 ∈ C and c2 ∈ C there exists a sequence of unit vectors p = (~u1, ~u2, . . . , ~un), n ≥ 1, such that
c2 = c1 +

∑n
i=1 ui and, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have (c1 +

∑k
i=1 ui) ∈ C. A sequence of unit vectors

p = (~u1, ~u2, . . . , ~un) satisfying the conditions above is called a path from cell c1 to cell c2, inside the
shape C, and n is called the length of p.

Definition 3.1. A shape C is called a convex shape if, for all pairs of cells c1, c2 ∈ C, there exists a
path p = (~u1, ~u2, . . . , ~un) inside C from the cell c1 to the cell c2 and, moreover, the cardinality of the
set {~u1, ~u2, . . . , ~un} is 2. In other words, p contains at most two distinct types of unit vectors.

A convex shape C is called L-convex if, for all pairs of cells c1, c2 ∈ C, there exists a path p inside
of C with no more than one change of direction.
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Definition 3.2. A convex shape C is called L-convex if, for all pairs of cells c1, c2 ∈ C, there exists
a path p = (~u1, ~u2, . . . , ~un), n ≥ 1, inside the shape C, from cell c1 to c2, such that either the length
of the path is n ≤ 2 or there exists a 1 ≤ k < n such that ~u1 = . . . = ~uk and ~uk+1 = . . . = ~un.

Given a supertile S, since the binding graph of S is connected, we have that dom(S) is a shape.
The set dom(S) will be called the shape of S, and a supertile will be called L-convex if its shape is
L-convex. Figure 2 shows an example of an L-convex supertile.

Conversely, given a shape A ⊆ Z2, a supertile S is said to have shape A iff dom(S) either equals
A, or can be obtained from A via a translation, rotation by a multiple of 90◦, or reflection. When it is
clear from the context, the mapping between a supertile domain and its shape will not be mentioned,
and the same path definition will be used for both supertiles and shapes.

The north edge of a tile t from the supertile S is called north-free if there is no tile from S attached
to the north edge of t. The east-free, west-free, and south-free edges of a tile t from the supertile S
are similarly defined. Figure 2 illustrates the north-free, east-free, west-free, and south-free edges of
an L-convex supertile.

A north-free edge of the tile t from the L-convex supertile S is called the north-west edge of
S, if the tile t is the tile located on the west-most column of the north-most row of the supertile S.
Formally, the north-free edge of a tile t from the L-convex supertile S, with coordinates (x, y), is
called the north-west edge of S if, for all tiles t′ with coordinates (x′, y′) from S, we have that either
y′ < y or y′ = y and x′ > x. Moreover, the tile t that has the north-west edge of S is called the
north-west tile of S. Similarly, the east-north tile is the north-most tile of the east-most column, the
south-east tile of S is the east-most tile of its south-most row, the west-south tile is the south-most tile
of west-most column. These tiles will be called the corner tiles of an L-convex supertile.

Lemma 3.3. Every L-convex supertile S has at most four corner tiles: one north-west, one east-north,
one south-east, and one west-south tile.

Lemma 3.4. Let tile c1 with coordinates (x1, y1) be the north-west tile of the L-convex supertile A,
and tile c2 with coordinates (x2, y2) be the east-north tile of A. Then, for all x, y ∈ Z, if x1 ≤ x ≤ x2
and y1 ≤ y ≤ y2 then the tiles with coordinates (x, y2) and (x1, y) are in A.

Proof:
Because the supertile A is L-convex, there exists a path between c2 and c1 that lies inside A and that
has only one change of direction. Since c2 is the east-north tile and c1 is the north-west tile of the
supertile A, the directions on this path from c2 to c1 can only be north and west. Moreover, this path
that starts from c2 cannot start with the north direction, so it has to start in a west direction, move west
until it reaches the x-coordinate x2, then turn north and move north until it reaches the y-coordinate
y2. As a result, for all x, y ∈ Z, if x1 ≤ x ≤ x2 and y1 ≤ y ≤ y2 the tiles with coordinates (x, y2)
form the horizontal part of the path, while the tiles with coordinates (x1, y) form the vertical part of
the path between c2 and c1, and all these lie within A because A is L-convex.

ut

Corollary 3.5. Statements analogous to Lemma 3.4 hold for the pairs of tiles east-north with south-
east, south-east with west-south, and west-south with north-west, respectively.
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Figure 3. Left: An example of an L-convex supertile with the border glues needed for its replication by the
smart-TAM system from Theorem 3.6. Right: The tile set Θfill−ne, which fills the area at the north-east of
the L-convex supertile, up to a rectangle. The tile marked in grey is the seed tile, sseed. Glues Sn (on the
north-east edge of the supertile), Se (on the east-south edge of the supertile), S′s (on the south-west edge of the
supertile) and S′w (on the west-north edge of the supertile) have strength equal to the temperature, τ = 2, and
the remaining glues have strength 1.

Our goal is to design a smart-tile assembly system at temperature τ = 2 that can replicate any
L-convex shape. That is, we construct a smart-tile assembly system that, given as input an L-convex
supertile of the required shape, produces a second supertile that is identical to the original one, modulo
a translation and a reflection. In contrast with (16), our construction makes no assumptions on the
interior tiles of the input supertile. In particular, our construction does not require any specific glues, or
signal transitions associated with the tiles from the interior of the input supertile. The only requirement
is that the border tiles of the input supertile satisfy the following conditions: All the free edges (edges
without attachment and belonging to a tile on the border of the supertile) on the north, east, south and
west must have glues n, e, s, and w respectively. The exceptions are the north-west, east-north, south-
east, and west-south edges of the supertile which must have the glues Sn, Se, Ss, and Sw respectively.
Figure 3 (left) shows an example of an L-convex supertile and the expected glues on its borders.

Theorem 3.6. There exists a smart-TAM system (Θ, g, τ, sseed) at temperature τ = 2 with the fol-
lowing property: For any L-convex shape A, there exists an L-convex supertile A′ with shape A such
that, given A′ as an input, the smart-TAM system self-assembles a second supertile with shape A.

Proof:
Figure 4 shows the general idea of the replication process.

The self-assembly process starts from an L-convex supertile A′ of the required shape A, with
predefined glues on the border edges as described in the preamble of this theorem, and the seed tile
sseed (the tile marked in grey in Figure 3). The replication process starts with Step 1, filling in the areas
on the four sides of the input supertile A′ to form a rectangle that surrounds it. This is accomplished
using the tile set Θfill = Θfill-ne ∪Θfill-nw ∪Θfill-se ∪Θfill-sw. The borders of the rectangle that surrounds
the input supertile encode information about the external border of the supertile itself. In Step 2, a
different set of tiles, Θtransfer, is used to transfer the information from the borders of this rectangle to
construct an identical rectangular hole underneath it. Following this, in Step 3, the set of tiles Θborder
fills in this rectangular hole, modulo a supertile-shaped hole in the middle. Finally, in Step 4, the
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Figure 4. The general idea of the replication process of an L-convex supertile of a given shape, by a smart tile
self-assembly system. The original shape is shown in black, and the constructed replica is in light grey. After
tiles are used to fill in a rectangle that surrounds the original supertile (Step 1), information about the borders
of the supertile (now encoded on the edges of the rectangle) is transported to form an identical rectangular hole
underneath it (Step 2).The flow of this information is indicated by arrows. Afterwards, the rectangular hole is
filled in, modulo a supertile-shaped hole (Step 3). Finally, the supertile-shaped hole is filled in with a replica of
the input supertile, and the replica then detaches from the scaffold structure (Step 4).

Figure 5. Left: The tile set Θfill-ne is used to fill the area at the north-east of the L-convex supertile (in black).
The inside border of the assembled quarter-rectangle, read from top-left to bottom-right, starts with S′n and ends
with S′e. The glues on the free edges of the white quarter-rectangle contain information about the “north-east”
border of the supertile. Right: The arrows show the bijective mapping between the glues on the edges on the
“north-east” border of the original supertile and the glues on the free edges of the tiles on the border of the
quarter-rectangle.
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Figure 6. The result of Step 1: Filling all four quarter-rectangles around the original supertile from Figure 3.
The glues on the border of the resulting rectangle correspond to the glues on the free edges of the original
supertile.

set of tiles Θreplica fills in the remaining supertile-shaped hole with a replica of the input supertile,
and detaches this replica from the entire scaffold structure. Note that Step 3 and Step 4 are the only
ones requiring the active use of the local computational devices on tiles, herein generalized sequential
machines. The details of the construction are described below.

Step 1: Figure 3 (right) shows the tiles in Θfill-ne that fill the north-east corner of the rectangle that
will surround the input supertile. The first row consists of the tiles that attach to the border of the
supertile, while the second and the third row are the tiles that fill the remaining area of the rectangle.
All glues of the tiles in Θfill-ne have temperature 1, except glues of the north-west edge Sn and that of
the east-north edge, Se, which have temperature 2.

The role of the tiles in Θfill-ne is to transmit the information about the border of the supertile
towards the edges of the rectangle. They transmit the information from their south edge to the east,
and the information from their west edge to the north. For example, the first tile on the first row in
Figure 3 (right) has glue n on its south edge and glue e on its west edge, which means it attaches
to the supertile as illustrated in Figure 5 (left) (the grey tile). To transmit the information n coming
from its south edge, the east edge of this tile has glue an. Similarly, to transmit information e coming
from its west edge, the north edge of the grey tile has glue ae. Figure 5 (left) shows the result of the
attachment of the tile set Θfill-ne to the L-convex supertile from Figure 3. Figure 5 (right) shows the
mapping between the glues on the border of the supertile and the glues on the edges of the tiles of the
filled rectangle. The result of Step 1 is shown in Figure 6.

Step 2: The arrows in Figure 4 show the general directions in which the self-assembly proceeds,
that results in the transfer of the information from the borders of the rectangle that surrounds the
supertile to the borders of a rectangular “hole”, underneath it. The tiles on the inside border of this
rectangular hole encode information about the edges of the input supertile, and this hole will be the
place where the replica of the input supertile will be assembled. The construction of a tile set, herein
Θtransfer, that assembles structures that transfer information on the glue edges horizontally, vertically,
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Figure 7. The rectangular hole that is obtained at the end of Step 2. The tiles that border the rectangular hole
are outlined in thick lines: The inside glues of these tiles are identical in information content to the glues on the
free edges of the tiles on the outside border of the rectangle that surrounded the input supertile. The thin lines
inside the rectangular hole are a preview of the subsequent steps, which will first (Step 3) fill up the rectangular
hole, modulo a supertile-shaped hole (light grey). This will be followed (Step 4) by filling the supertile-shaped
hole with a replica. Tiles T5 and T6 will guide this process in the north-east quarter-rectangle. Note that the
north-east quarter-rectangle (dashed lines) can overlap with, e.g., the south-west quarter-rectangle (dotted lines).

or at 90◦, is standard, see, e.g., (21) or (22), and will be omitted. The strength of all the glues on this
border is 1. The result of this step is illustrated in Figure 7.

Step 3: The purpose of this step is to fill in the rectangular hole obtained in Step 2, until only a
smaller hole remains in the middle, shaped exactly like the input supertile. The smart tiles in the tile
set used in this step, Θborder-ne and Θreplica are listed in Figure 8, and each of them is equipped with a
gsm as a computational device.

The filling in of the north-east part of the rectangular hole starts from its north-east corner (since
all glues on the tiles of its border have strength 1), and it continues through attachments of tiles through
their north and east edges. The tiles labelled T1, T2, T3, T4 account for all possible combinations of
north and east encoding glues (a′n and a′e) on the two attaching edges of each tile. Tiles T5 and T6
(see Figure 7) are used to attach to the tiles that contain information about the special north-west and
east-north tiles of the input supertile, represented through glues S′′n and S′′e .

While this is a non-deterministic process, in principle, the tiles T1 through T6 first fill in the north-
east quarter rectangle of the hole. Afterwards, the gsm’s implement the carving of a supertile-shaped
hole from this rectangle. The gsm will start from its start state, qstart and then branch in one of
four different computations, depending on whether the tile it belongs to is located in the north-east,
south-east, south-west or north-west part of the border of the rectangular hole. The set of states of the
north-east component of the gsm is {qstart, qnorth, qeast, qwest, qsouth} ∪ {qj0, q

j
1, q

j
2, q

j
3, q

j
4| 1 ≤ j ≤

6}∪{q′13 }∪{q
replica
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 4}, the input alphabet is a set included in Γ×{N,S,E,W} where Γ is

the set of glues, the output alphabet is the set of subsets of Π, the set of pending actions, and the final
state set is {qj4| 1 ≤ j ≤ 6} ∪ {qreplica

4 }. The transitions of the gsm that direct the computations for its
north-east component are illustrated in Figure 9 and listed in the sequel.
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Figure 8. The tile set Θborder-ne = {T1, . . . , T6}, and Θreplica = {Treplica}.

Figure 9. The local tile computational device (gsm). Only the component that deals with the north-east rect-
angle is shown. The complete input and outputs for each transition are listed in the text.
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Initial transitions : (qstart, (ae, N))→ {qeast} × ∅
(qstart, (an, N))→ {qnorth} × ∅
(qeast, (an, E))→ {q10} × ∅
(qeast, (ae, E))→ {q30} × ∅
(qnorth, (an, E))→ {q20} × ∅
(qnorth, (ae, E))→ {q40} × ∅

T1 :(q10, (s1, N))→ {q11} × {(a′e,W, off), (a′n, S, off), (s1, E, on)}
(q11, (s2, N))→ {q12} × {(f,W, on), (f, S, on), (s2, E, on)}
(q12, (be,W ))→ {q′31} × ∅
(q′3

1, (bn, S))→ {q13} × ∅
(q13, (s3, N))→ {q14} × {(s4,W, on), (s4, S, on), (s3, E, on)}

T2 :(q20, (s1,W ))→ {q1} × {(s1, S, on)}
(q1, (s2,W ))→ {q24} × {(s2, S, on)}

T3 :(q30, (s1, N))→ {q31} × {(a′e,W, off), (s1, S, on)}
(q31, (s2, N))→ {q32} × {(f,W, on), (s2, S, on)}
(q32, (s3, N))→ {q33} × ∅
(q33, (be,W ))→ {q34} × {(s4,W, on), (s3, S, on)}

T4 :(q40, (s1,W ))→ {q41} × {(a′n, S, off), (s1, E, on)}
(q41, (s2,W ))→ {q42} × {(f, S, on), (s2, E, on)}
(q42, (s3,W ))→ {q43} × ∅
(q43, (bn, S))→ {q44} × {(s4, S, on), (s3, E, on)}

T5 :(qstart, (S
′′
n, N))→ {q50} × {(s1, E, on)}

(q50, (s1,W ))→ {q51} × {(f, S, on), (s2, E, on)}
(q51, (s2,W ))→ {q52} × {(s3, E, on)}
(q52, (s3,W ))→ {q53} × {(s3, E, on)}
(q53, (bn, S))→ {q54} × {(s4, E, on)}
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T6 :(qstart, (S
′′
e , E))→ {q60} × ∅

(q60, (s1, N))→ {q61} × {(f,W, on), (s1, S, on)}
(q61, (s2, N))→ {q62} × {(s2, S, on)}
(q62, (s3, N))→ {q63} × {(s3, E, on)}
(q63, (bn,W ))→ {q64} × {(s4, E, on)}

Treplica :(qstart, (fs, N))→ {qstart} × {(f1, S, on)}

(qstart, (bs, N))→ {qreplica
1 } × {(bs, S, on)}

(q
replica
1 , (bn, S))→ {qreplica

2 } × {(bn, N, on)}

(q
replica
2 , (be,W ))→ {qreplica

3 } × {(be, E, on)}

(q
replica
3 , (bw, E))→ {qreplica

4 } × {(be, E, on)}

(q
replica
4 , (s4, E))→ {qreplica

4 } × {(f,E, off)}

(q
replica
4 , (s4,W ))→ {qreplica

4 } × {(f,W, off)}

(q
replica
4 , (s4, N))→ {qreplica

4 } × {(f,N, off)}

(q
replica
4 , (s4, S))→ {qreplica

4 } × {(f, S, off)}

Note that the first two transitions of the gsm in tiles Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 are applied during the two
attachment transitions that attach the tile to the assembly and that, after this attachment stage, the
gsm’s in all tiles in the north-east quarter-rectangle are in a state qj0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.

The role of the “signal” s1 (a signal is a glue with strength 0) is to carve a supertile-shaped hole
from the rectangle. It starts in tile T5 (see Figure 7) and travels clockwise through the tiles right
outside of the replica, deactivating the glues on the replica border tiles, and changing their gsm states
to qj1, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6. After arriving in T6, this signal continues travelling through the other three quarter-
rectangles, deactivating the glues of the replica border tiles on its way, until it arrives back to T5. At
this moment, the supertile-shaped middle of the rectangle detaches completely, leaving a supertile-
shaped hole.

At this point, tile T5 activates the “signal” s2 (glue with strength 0). This signal then travels
clockwise through the same path as s1, along the tiles right outside the supertile-shaped hole, making
their inside edges “sticky”, and changing the states of their gsm’s to qj2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6. This is in
preparation for the next step (the assembly of the supertile-shaped replica). Making the inside edges
of the tiles sticky is achieved by the use of a single new glue, f , which is activated by s2. At this
moment, all computational devices in the tiles T1, T3 ,T4 in the north-east quarter-rectangle are in
state qj2, j ∈ {1, 2, 4}. Moreover all tiles T2 in the north-east quarter rectangle are in state q24 .

At the end of Step 3, we have a rectangle underneath that input supertile, which has a supertile-
shaped hole with sticky edges in the middle.

The fact that the input supertile is L-convex is essential for Step 3. Due to the L-convexity of
the shape, Lemma 3.4 guarantees that the attachment of the tiles T1 through T4 from Θborder-ne does
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not interfere with the construction of the border of the supertile-shaped hole in the other quarter-
rectangles. Indeed, the one problem that could have arisen in this step that, because the system is
non-deterministic, the four quarter-rectangles can assemble independently and potentially overlap (see
Figure 7) and this could interfere with signal transmission. However, we note that the inside “straight”
borders of these quarter-rectangles coincide with the path between two of the “corner” tiles of the
replica that was mentioned in Lemma 3.4, augmented with two end-tiles. Due to Lemma 3.4, this
entire path lies on the inside of the replica. Together, these guarantee that any intersection between
two quarter-rectangles lies inside the replica, and since both signals s1 and s2 travel right outside the
replica, this implies that the paths of the signals never fall inside an overlap. Thus, any such overlap is
unimportant, since it does not interfere with signal transmission and, moreover, any overlap tiles will
anyway be all detached in the process of carving the supertile-shaped hole.

Step 4. At the start of this step, tile T5 activates signal s3 (which will later be used for starting
the detachment of the constructed replica). In this last step, the one tile from the tile set Θreplica, see
Figure 8, fills in the supertile-shaped hole as follows.

Tile Treplica has glue f+ and f−1 as well as glues bn, be, bs, bw, on all of its edges. Glue f has
strength 1 and is used to attach each tile inside the replica to its neighbours in the replica. Glue
f1 has strength 1 and is used to make sure that the replica is τ -stable, by strengthening the power
of the attachment of the corner tile to the replica (see transitions corresponding to Treplica). Glues
bn, be, bs, bw have strength 0 (are signals), and are used to guarantee that the replica is hole-free.
Indeed, signal bn is sent by each tile from the south edge of the replica to the north, and bs is sent
in the opposite direction. Similarly, signal be is sent from each tile on the west edge of the replica to
the east edge, and bw is sent in the opposite direction. The fact that these signals have all reached the
opposite edge means that the supertile-shaped hole is completely filled in. This fact is recorded by the
gsm’s of the tiles situated immediately outside the replica, on its outside border, changing their state
from qj2 to qj3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 (via state q′3

1 in the case of T1). In addition, when each tile in the replica has
passed all four signals, bn, be, bs, bw, the state of its gsm changes to qreplica

4 , a final state.
When signal s3, after having started in tile T5, comes back to T5, after having travelled clockwise,

right outside the border of the replica, if the gsm of T5 is in state q53 (indicating that the supertile-
shaped hole has been filled with the replica) then tile T5 initiates signal s4 which travels along the
outside border of the replica and deactivates the outside glues of the tiles on the border of the replica.
As result of this second part of Step 4 the replica, whose tiles all have their gsm’s in a final state,
detaches from the scaffold structure.

Note that the replica of the input supertile is τ -stable. Indeed, all the tiles in the replica are from
the tile set Θreplica and have at least two common edges with the tiles from the same tile set, with
maximum four exceptions. These exceptions are the tiles that are attached to the four special “border”
tiles (representatives of the north-west, north-east, south-east and south-west edges), as these tiles
might have only one common edge with tiles from the replica. However, the attachments between
these special tiles and the replica have been strengthened by the activation of the glue f1, and now
suffice to keep such special tiles attached to the replica.

ut

The smart-TAM system in Theorem 3.6 can be used, with slight modifications, to replicate any
convex shape (not necessarily L-convex). Indeed, the only part in the construction that relied on the
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Figure 10. High-level design of another smart tile assembly system that replicates arbitrary shapes, and which
uses a method similar to the smart sand robotic system replication of shapes (6).

input supertile beingL-convex was Step 3, that fills in the rectangular hole in which the replication will
take place. Here, the problem was the potential overlap between the north-east, south-east, south-west
and nort-west quarter-rectangles (Figure 7) could potentially interfere with the signal transmission.
In our construction, this problem was avoided by the assumption of L-convexity and Lemma 3.4 and
Corollary 3.5. However, this situation can also be handled in a different way, by using (additional)
different signals in each of the quarter rectangles. We did not use this solution, and preferred adding
the L-convex assumption instead, because using more signals would have lead to the gsm’s having
more states and being more complex.

4. Discussion and Future Work

Note that the tile complexity (number of tiles) and the space complexity (the “area” of the computa-
tion) of the construction of the smart-TAM replicating systems in Theorem 3.6 can be further reduced
if we use a more complex tile computational device. The main idea is illustrated in Figure 10. Ba-
sically, in order to replicate the original supertile, the smart-TAM system should be able to read the
edges and send signals accordingly. During each phase of the replication, the system attaches a new
tile (labelled with “A”) to the border of the original supertile that reads the glue on one of the free
edges of a tile on the border of the original supertile, and sends a signal to the position where this
edge will be replicated. Unlike the construction in this paper, this signal has to travel back to the next
free-edge on the original supertile, and be reused to repeat the process. The complexity of the gsm
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will increase accordingly, as it has to keep track of the position of the last tile from where the signal
was sent. When the border structure (labelled with “B”) is complete, the interior is filled in, forming a
replica of the original shape. The tiles that fill the inside of the supertile-shaped hole can be similar to
the tile Treplica. This smart-TAM system for the replication of arbitrary shapes has lower tile and space
complexity than the smart-TAM system constructed in Theorem 3.6, but this comes at the expense of
an increased complexity of the computational devices on the tiles.
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